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ABSTRACT 
The effects of granule density and bulk density on 
tablet weight, weight variation, and tablet density were 
determined for tablets compressed on a Colton Model 216, 
rotary ta.bl et press. Hardnsss, thickness, and disintegra-
tion times were also determined for the tablets produced. 
Standardized granulations were ma.de from lactose and mix-
tures of lactose and bismuth subcarbonate, with gelatin 
as a binder. Granule density and bulk density of the gran-
ulations were varied by changing the concentrations of bis-
muth aubcarbonate in the formula. All tablets were made 
at a fixed rate of tableting using standardized settings 
of the fill, pressure, and overload adjustments. The inter-
relationship between granule density and bulk density was 
found to be almost linear, as was also the relationship be-
tween granule density, bulk density, and tablet weight. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The compressed tablet has become one of the most 
widely accepted dosage forms for the administration of 
orally effective therapeutic agents. It provides a con-
venient and, if well made, an efficient form of solid dos-
age for ore.l administration. The advantages of this type 
of pharmaceutical preparation are well known and include 
accuracy of dose, economy, stability, portability, con-
centration, elegance, and convenience in dispensing and 
shipping. 
The invention of compressed tablets is usually at-
tributed to Brackedon, who in 1843 obtained an English 
patent on a simple device for compressing dry powders. By 
1674 tablets for almost every known disease were being 
sold on European and American markets. At one time the 
preparation of tablets was based more on empirical consid-
erations than on sound scientific principles. In recent 
years, however, there bas been a trend to move from the 
'art' in ma.king tablets toward the science of tableting. 
Tablets first became official in the gtn revision of 
the United States Pharmacope1a, 1926, and have been offtcial 
in each succeeding revision. 
The National ]'ormular:t has included an increasing 
number of tablets since their introduction into NF V in 
1926. 
Both the United States Pha:rmacopeia and National 
Formulary set certain standards for the tablets listed 
therein, including: 
(1) Identity and purity of £Ctive ingredients 
(2) Quantitative limits for the nctive ingredients 
{') Limits on disintegration time 
(4) Limits on weight variation. 
2 
Of these four standards for good tablets, the first two are 
mainly applica.ble to the purity and physical-chemical 
standards of the ingredients to be used for the required 
there.peutio action from the tablets . The standards for dis-
integration time limits and those for the variation in the 
weight of tablets are of great importance in the formulation 
and compression of granules in the preparation of tablets 
as dosage forms. 
Most materials can not be made into tablets directly, 
but must be granulated; that is , they must. be made into 
gra.nules before they can be successfully compressed. The 
characteristics of the gra.nula.tion such as granule size, 
bulk density, granule density, and porosity all have a dir-
ect effect on the tablets produced. 
The qualities of the finished tablets are influenced 
by the physical and chemical properties of the granulations, 
( 
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which , in turn , depend upon the physical properties of the 
ingredients used to ma.ke them. These properties, e . g .. 
density, will most likely not be the same for each ingred-
ient being used; and the density of granules prepar~d from 
such a variety of ingredients will not be the same for 
different typee of tablet formulations . Therefore, overall 
granule density of different tablet formulations will 
change from one to another , and these variations should 
have some measurable effect on the weight of tablets pro-
duced . In addition, the bulk density is related to granule 
density; therefore. if granule density will vary from one 
granulation to another, the bulk density will also vary. 
The character or qualities of granules are influ-
enced not only by the materials going into the granulation 
but also by the technique of manufacture of the granulation. 
A granulation ma.de largely from bismuth subcarbonate (dens-
ity 6.86 gm/cc) is likely to have a higher bulk density and 
higher granule density than one containing largely calcium 
carbonate (density 2 . 92 gm/cc) . In addition, a granulation 
with a wide range of gra.nule sizes and a. large proportion 
of "fines 0 is likely to have a higher bulk density than a 
granulation with a narrow gra.nule size distribution. 
Since, during the compression of a p!lrticular gran-
ulation , the weight of a tablet is adjusted by varying the 
volume of the die cavity, the packing characteristics of a 
( 
( 
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granulation are importa.nt. If the die ca.vi ty in the oper-
ating tablet machine is filled by predominantly large gran-
ules, there will be large void spacee. But if the same die 
cavity is filled by smaller granules, the space will be 
more compactly filled and there will be less void spa.ce. 
The tablets compressed from the two granulations will not 
have the same weight. Thus variations in the granule size 
ultimately may cause variation in the weight of tablets. 
The effects on tablet weight of the variables of 
granule size, granule fluidity, punch and die size, tab-
let base formula, and tableting speed have all been studied 
and reported in the literature. However, there appears to 
be no report in the literature concerning the effects of 
the va.riables of bulk denai ty and granule density on tablet 
weight. Since the weight or dose of medication in a tablet 
ultimately depends on the volume of granulation entering a 
die cavity, it is obvioua that the density of the volume of 
granulations measured out by the ma.chine will influenc.e the 
final weight of the tablets produced. 
Thie study is, therefore, primarily concerned with 
the relationship of the quality of density, including bulk 
density and granule density, to tablet weight. Since bulk 
density and granule density are interrelated, and since 
tablet weight variation is an important adjunct to tablet 
weight, these relationships a.re aleo considered. 
( 
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II 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE 
Variation in the weight of compres0ed tablets was 
reported in the pharmaceutical literature as early as 1926; 
in this study Liverseege (2) , an Analyist of Birmingham , 
England,examined forty-two sa.mples of 5 grain tablets of 
four different kinds, including sodium salicylate, aspirin, 
calcium lactate , and sodium citrate . He analysed more than 
1700 individual tablets to determine the uniformity in 
weight of the tablets , uniformity in the amount of medicin-
ally active substance, and uniformity in disintegration 
time of tablets. He found that the weight of 91 . 8 per cent 
of the tablets did not vary more than 5 per cent from the 
mean weight of the tablets of the sample ; 7 . 3 per cent of 
the tablets ranged from 5 to 10 per cent from the mean; and 
0.9 per cent showed a deviation of greater than 10 per cent 
from the mea.n weight of tablets . Based on his observations 
of the average weight of tablets , he suggested that, "It 
is necessary that the mixture (i . e. granules mixed with 
talcum, starch , etc . ) should be in a uniform state of divi-
sion , or equal volumes will not correspond to the equal 
weights, and therefore some tablets will weigh more tban 
others . " In this report he did not pin point any other 
factors causing weight variation, but stated only tbat the 
6 
granulation should be of uniform size. It has been only 
since 1948 that further detailed investigations of tablet 
uniformity have been reported. Arambulo and Deardorff (4 
and 5) studied weight variation in tablets, using sodium 
chloride as a basic granulation. In this study, sodium 
chloride granules were separated into narrow size ranges 
from 4380 to 81 microns and compressed into tablets on a 
single punch tablet press . The press adjustments were set 
and remained constant during the compression of all the tab-
lets. 
These workers found that, as the particle size de-
creased, the average tablet weight at first increased, 
rea ching a. maximum at 150 - 350 microns, and then decreased. 
They also found that, as the particle size decreased, the 
percentage of physically perfect tablets increased, the tab-
lets became more glos sy, and in general more satisfactory . 
This trend also passed through a maximum, followed by pro-
duction of tablets decreasing in J..Uality . 
Akoi and Fukuda (9) , two Japanese workers , have stud-
ied s everal factors Jausing variation in the weight of tab-
lets. In one paper they reported a study of the relation-
ships between both granule size and tablet diameter and tab-
let weight variation. Their conclusion on t hi s a s pect of 
t he investigation was, "In tableting of tablets of a. definite 
s i ze, the larger the diameter of granules, the larger became 
( 
the weight variation, the ratio of its increase being linear 
and in tableting of tablets of different sizes with the 
granules of the same size, f thel greater the weight of tab-
- ~ 
lets ~thei smaller became the weight variation , the ratio of 
.... j 
decrease being linear . " 
In order to study the relationship between the fluid-
ity of granules and weight variation of tablets during tab-
leting (8;11) these same workers coated the granules with 
Vaseline , thereby producing granules of different fluidity. 
They found that the greater the coefficient of friction of 
the granules, the greater becomes the weight variation. The 
coefficient of static friction wa.s found to increase with 
increasing amount of powder (including lubricant) in the 
granules. From their results they concluded that it seems 
advantageous to have the granules as small as possible . 
They also studied the influence of a number of different 
lubricants, including potato starch, Carbowax 400, stearic 
acid , Boric acid, talcum , magnesium stearate , calcium stear-
ate , lycopodium , and Clerosil on the static friction co-
efficient. From this study they concluded that the lubri-
cant powder effects a decrease of the coefficient of static 
friction of sticky gra.nules , but such ability differs with 
different grades of lubricant. They suggested that it would 
be useful to measure the static friction coefficient of 
granules in checking the quality of batches of granules in 
( 
( 
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plant production. 
Ra.ff, Arambulo, and Deardorff (10) have also re-
ported weight variation in tablets in their study of in-
ternal flow of granulation during compression. They used 
statistical qua.li ty control charts for tablet weight, 
hardness, e.nd compressional pressure as an aid to study 
the internal flow of a granulation in the single punch 
tablet pre-as. 
In their study they used lactose-starch, sodium 
chloride, and aspirin-lactose-starch granulations. The 
granulations were prepared by a wet granulation method 
using starch paste as a binder. In the ca.se of the lac-
tose-starch granulation, granules were passed through a 
U. S. Standard Sieve #10 and retained on a #50. In the 
case of the aspirin-lactose-starch granulation, aspirin 
was passed through a #70 sieve and retained on a #100• 
and it was mixed with lactose-starch granulation. In tbe 
case of sodium chloride, two collections were made; one 
granulation was passed through a #10 sieve and retained 
8 
on a #12; the other was passed through a #45 sieve and re-
tained on a #50. Talc and magnesium stearate were used ae 
lubricants f or all granulations. Compression was carried 
out in the ~tokes Model E single punch tablet press, 
using ll/32 ... inch punches. The speed of the machine wa.s 
adjusted to produce approximately 100 tablets a minute. 
( 9 
In this study these workers found that, during the 
first part of the run, the weight of the ta.blets usua.lly 
increased, but sometimes decreased, depending upon the na-
ture of the granulation. In the case of the aspirin-lac-
tose-starch granulation a substantial decrease in the 
weight of the tablets was observed. Results of studies in 
other fields indicate that, in order to avoid too rapid a 
flow of fines through coarser particles and consequent 
variation· 1n weight of tablets, one should not have too 
wide a disparity in particle size, and further, the active 
ingredient should be of such a size as to fill substan-
tially the average void space of the basic granulation. 
They also point out that their experiments confirmed the 
usual belief that it is important to check the tablet 
weights most closely during the first and la.st qua.rters of 
the ru.n. 
Hasegawa (12) baa reported a study on tablet weight 
variation in which he considered four factors causing 
weight variation in tablets. The four factors studied 
were: 
(1) the effect of three different tablet bases; 
(2) t he effect of punch diameter ( 7 m.m., 10 m.m., 
and 13 m.m. diameter punches); 
(3) the effect of granule size (sieve s ize No. 12, 
No. 14, No. 16, No. 18 and No. 20); 
( 10 
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(4) the effect of speed of tableting (42 tablets a 
minute and 76 table·ts a minute). 
The study was conducted using a Kimura Model KT2 
tablet press. Potato starch was used as a binder, and 2% 
talcum was used as a lubricant. 
From the results obtained during this study. he 
concluded that: 
(1) significant differences were not recognized 
among different tablet bases; 
(2) reduction of punch diameter increased weight 
variation of tablets quadratically; 
(3) reduction of granule size decreased weight 
variation of tablets, and the relationship was linear; the 
degree of decrease of weight variation was different for 
each punch; 
(4) significant differences were not recognized 
between the two tableting rates i.e. 42 and 76 tablets a 
minute. 
Uniformity of drug dosage in compressed tablets was 
studied by Moskalyk, Chatten, and Pernarowski (14), who 
weighed and. assayed individual tablets in order to deter-
mine the actual variability in drug dosage. The variations 
in potency found in a batch of tablets were a.s a rule 
greater than those indicated by the uniformity of weight 
test. Deviations were found greatest in the lightest 
( 
( 
( 
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weight tablets within a batch. These investigators be-
lieve that, should this prove true for all tablets, then a 
test baaed on the analysis of a small number of lightest 
weight tablets or groups of tablets could be adopted as a 
control procedure to assure uniformity of drug dosage. 
Used in conjunction with the uniformity of weight test, it 
would provide a more effective con~rol over excessive dos-
age variability in tablets. 
III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. General Order of Experiments 
Preliminary experiments were carried out to estab-
lish whether conclusions from previous work could be 
applied to the tableting set-up available for testing the 
hypothesis tha.t tablet weight and weight variation is re-
lated to granule density and bulk density of granules. 
Tbus, in the first series of experiments , the effects of 
granule size, tableting rate , and die size on tablet 
weight and weight variation were studied and the results 
compared with those in literature . The results of these 
experiments allowed the selection of normal operating 
region for further experiments concerning the ma.in object 
of this thesis , i.e., the interrelationship between gran-
ule density, bulk density, tablet weight , and weight var-
iation. In the controlled density experiments density of , 
a basic granulation was varied by the addition of bismuth 
subca.rbonate; the size of granules was controlled within 
a narrow range; bulk and gra.nule density were determined, 
and the relationships a.mong tablet weight, weight vari-
ation , and granule-bulk density were found , by compress-
ing t he granules on a rotary tablet machine using the 
same machine settings for all the granulations. 
r 13 
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B. Preliminary Experiments to Test Applicability of the 
Literature Data 
The following preliminary experiments were carxied 
out to determine the applicability of the literature data. 
(l) Granules of three different sieve sizes \Jere 
compres aed on the tablet machine , maintaining const!L""lt 
speed of machine , pressure ejection , capacity , etc. 
(2) Speed of the tablet machine was increased , 
keeping pressure and capacity settings constant . 
(3) Two sets of standard concave dies and punches 
(3/8 11 and 3/16") were used on the tablet machine; the 
other settings were kept constant during tablet compression. 
Granulation . The general formula. for preparing 
granules was 
Lactose USP • • 
Starch Soln. 5% 
. . . 
• • • 
• 300 . 0 gms. 
. 650 ml. 
Preparation of Starch Solution. Starch :paste \'JaS 
used as a binding agent to form the granulation. Commer-
cially available corn starch , 50 gms, was put in a suitable 
container, one liter of cold water was added to it slowly, 
and with continuous stirring to avoid the formation of 
lumps. 'This mixture was slowly heated with continuous 
stirring, until the solution began to boil and a translu-
cent paste resulted. 
( 14 
Preparation of Gra.nules. The weighed amount of lac-
* tose wa.s placed in a Hobart mixer and starch paste was 
added gradually to the cont ents of the mixer while the 
mixer was rotating. Starch paste was slowly added and the 
mixture stirred until the mass readily cohered to a ball 
but equally readily broke up when rubbed between the fing-
ers. This damp mass was then taken out of the mixer and 
* granulated with an Erweka wet granulator. The wet gran-
ules were collected on brown paper , put on trays, and 
finally dri ed in an oven at ?O 'J f or f our hours. 
Th e dri ed gra.nul ea were t h en reduced to a smaller 
size using an Erweka dry granulator and separated using 
U. S . Standar d No. 1 6 , 20 and 40 si eves . Th e granules r e-
ferr ed to as #1 6 mesh were passed t hrough a No. 16 Standard 
sieve and were reta ined on a No. 20 s ieve. In the case of 
20 mesh granules, all granules wer e passed t hrough a No. 20 
a.nd wer e r eta.ined on a No. 40 s ieve. In t h e case of No . 40 
granules all granules pass ed through #40 sieve and wer e r e-
t a ined on a # 60 sieve . Th e granule and bulk densities 
were determined. (See III C - granul e a.nd bulk density ex-
periments.) 
*Hobart Manufacturi ng Company , Troy, Ohio 
* Erewka G.M.B . H. , Frankfurt. Distributor Chemical 
and Pharmaceutical Industry Co. , Inc. , 90 West Broadway , 
N.Y.C. , New York . 
( 15 
Lubricatio~. All granul es were lubricated tith 
0.5~ magnesium stearate prior to compression. 
* Tablet Compresaio.!!• A Colton Model 216 rotary 
tablet preea was used for the compression of all of the 
granulations . ~be settings and operating conditions for 
the compression of each granulation lot were varied in 
order to control certain variables. 
fr~ule size ExEeriments. In order to etudy the 
effects of granule size on tablet weight and weigh·t vari-
ation, three different si~es of granules prepared and 
separated were used. Three-eighths inch standard concave 
dies and punches were set on the tablet machine. :he tab-
let weight was adjusted to 450 mgms. by hand-turning 
machine when loaded with 16 mesh granules. Pressure roll-
er settings and weight control settings were not changed 
during tbe compression of the other t o granulations. Tbe 
tableting rate was kept constant at 582 tab . /min. during 
the compression of all three granulations. To determine 
the tableting rate, tablets produced during one minute of 
operation wer collected and counted; and the coun·t was re-
peated three times. 
Samples of the tablets used to study the 1eigbt and 
weight variation were collected as follows: ten sampleo 
* Arthur Col ton Company, 3529 E. Lafayette f;.ve ., De-
troit, Mich. 
( 16 
of ten tablet each were collected during the run of tab-
let machine. bPch teblet was weighed individually and the 
everoge v• eight of each group was calculated. 
TAbleting Rate Experiments . 1"he effect of speed of 
compression on tAblet weight VAriPtion of the three differ-
ent size of granulAtions . as determined. 
Compression of 16 Mesh Granule~ . The granules 
passing through #16 snd retained on #20 were lubricated 
with 0.5% magnesium stearate. The standard concave 3/8tf 
dies ~nd punches were used for this compression, and the 
·,:eight of tablet was adjusted to 400 mgms. by bend-turning 
the machine. The tablets were compressed at five differ-
ent mschine speeds: 
The tebleting rates were increased gradually and 
evenly by rotPting the speed control wheel six full rotP-
tions each time in olockwiee direction. Tablets produced 
during three 1-minute intervals were counted end the aver-
age speed of compreasion was computed from the three 
counts. 
Compresaipn of 20 Mesh Granules. Granules passing 
through p, 7*20 and retained on P- #40 sieve were lubricated 
( 17 
( 
as before. The tablet weight was adjubted to 450 mgms_ by 
band-turning the machine, and the tablets were compressed, 
usinc exactly the same settings of machine 2 __; for the 1rl6 
mesh granules. Samples were collected exactly as above. 
Effect of Die Size . To determine the effect of die 
size on t abl et weight, the granules, prepared as described, 
passing through a #20 mesh sieve and retained on #40 mesh 
were used . The two differ ent di e sizes and punches were 
used (3/ 8" and 3/16"). 
First , 3/8" dies were set on tablet press and tbe 
#20 mesh lubricated granules , were compressed into tablets 
at two different speeds . Speed of compression was deter-
mined by counting the number of tablets produced in one 
minute ( ea.ch three times) and then determining the average. 
Three samples were collected at each speed and the average 
weight was determined by calculation from the weight of 
the individual tablets . 
Similarly , 3/ 16 11 dies were set on tablet press and 
same #20 mesh granules were compressed st three different 
speeds and samples were collected as before , and percentage 
of weight variation was determined at each speed of com-
pression. 
C. Granule a.nd Bulk Density Experiments 
Preparation of Granules. For the preparation of 
( 
granulee, the following ingredients were wsed: 
Lactose U. S.P. Malinorodt G. 91.R 
Bismuth subca.rbonate U.S . P. Amend Drug Co. 
Gelatin U.S.P . 
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Met9od "' ~at:iatio:µ of Denai ty o:! G,.Fanules,. The 
density of the baaic lactose granulation was incre.ased by 
the addition of bismuth subcarbonate in concentrations ot 
l~, 20%, 30%, and 4010. Table I g1 ves the actual :f'ormulas 
used to prepare each o:f' these granulations. 
lrepa.ration 9~ tbe Binder. Solutiq!!• Gelatin bind-
er solution was prepared by covering lO gms. of gelatin 
u.s • .P. with 40 ml of water and allowing the :mixture to 
·&tand until the gelatirl becQDle bydrated. The mixture was 
then heated gently with frequent agitation until tlle gela-
tin was dissolved. A sufficient ~~uanti ty of wat r was 
then added to make final volume meaaure 100 ml. 
~ix1n8o Weighed quantities of lactose and bismuth 
subcarbona.te powders were placed in a Hoba.rt*mixer, tmd 
the dry powders were mixed to lll'i.iformity. for about 3 - 5 
minut a. 
Granulation. To the un1form mixture of these 
powders in Hobart mixer warm gelatin solution was added 
*Hobart ~!tg. Co., Troy , Obio 
( 
--= 
Granulation N :+ ------% Bism1.ith sub 
__ c_a_1·bona t e 
-"--
IngredientFL_ _____ 
TABLE I 
GRANULATION FORMULAS 
I . ·-= - ,.::;c;:.,,. 
1 2 3 4 
Q~ 101-b __202,f _3_0~ 
- -
Lactose 3000gmR. 2700gma.l 2400gms, 2100gms 
Bismuth sub-
ca.rbona te 
Gelatin Solut ion 
,, 
----
375m1 
300gms. 600gm~ 900gmS.: 
390mi.1 . 405tiJ.l . 425ml. 
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._;.r= 
.2 
40_~ 
1500gms 
1200gms 
460ml . 
·~ 
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gradually, while mixer was rotating, and the ing.cedients 
mixed until the mass readily cohered to a ball but equally 
readily broke up when rubbed between the fingers. This 
damp meas was tben taken out of the mixer e.nd gra.nula.ted 
with an Erweka wet grenulator. The wet granules were col-
lected on brown paper, put on trays, and dried in an oven 
at 70° for four hours. 
Separation into Size Fractions. The dried granules 
were then reduced to smaller size by band forcing them 
first through U. s. Sieve #10 and then through a #16. The 
0ranules passed through the #16 sieve and were retained on 
a #20 sieve. 
D. Determination of the Pertinent Characteristics of the 
Granulati.Q!l! 
Size Distribution Determination. A stereo micro-
scope with a calibrated eyepiece and having magnification 
of twenty times and fixed focal length wes used to deter-
mine size distribution of the granules. One thousand 
particles of granules were counted from each lot of gran-
ulation. The ''mean linear intercept" (1) method was used 
for the measurement of the granules. In this method the 
mean length of a line intercept by the profile boundary 
which approximately bisects the area of the granule pro:t.'Ile 
is taken as the diameter of the granule. The bisecting 
( 
21 
lin ia ta en p rallel to a fixed direction. irrespective 
to th orientation of eacb particle. Tbia bas th ef ect 
of avoiding bias ae to the direction in which th~ profiles 
observed ere bisect d. Prom this m tbod of diamet r count, 
reprodu¢1ble graph for verage size distribution (f"e ob-
tained. 
Bul~ ~ensit;y; D,!it,l~rmin; tior.i,~. !'or the d termination 
of bulk denai ty of g.ranul , the method augga t d by :Butle1", 
Hen ey, and Martin (13) .s usedo A sample of about 50cr: . 
of tb 5'1zed granules s caref'ully intro uced into s 
lOOcc grsdueted cylind r. The cylin er was th n dropped 
onto e bard wood aurface (table top) three time from a 
height of about one inch t approx1m tely two second 
intervals. Bulk den ity waa then d termined by dividing 
th weight of the sample of granules in gr ms by tbe t1nal 
volume in co. of the semple contained in tbe cylinder. 
Grapul!, D1n1ai ti l{e~~.nainatiqn,E!• A m rcury diriplace-
ment method similar to the metbod uggeeted by Str ekland, 
Busse and Hi~uchi (6) was uoed to determine granule den~-
1 y. 
Fie;ure I obowo diagra of pparatu and aacembly 
tmed to determine d nui ty of the granulec. 'ilbe internal 
volume ot tbe gl& e bulb (labeled HAn in d1 gram) waa do-
t ined by oelc~l tiena from the eigbed quantity of m ro-
( 
A 
( 
Mercury 
-~> To vacuume 
Granul0s 
Figure l Apparatus to detGrmine Granule Density. 
( 
ury required to fill the bulb to the calibration mark. 
Granule density was determined by placing a known weight 
23 
of granules in the empty bulb , pumping the air out of the 
bulb with a vacuum pump, allowing mercury to flow into 11he 
bulb to the calibration mark . The bulb containi ng the 
mercury and the granules waa then removed from the assem-
bly and weighed . From the known weight of the bulb and the 
granules and the calibrated volume of bulb, the volume dis-
placed by granules was ca1culated . ~'he granule denai ty 
was then calculated by dividing the weight of granules by 
the volume displaced .. 
E. Compression of .Qr-anu1c;2_ 
EquiPEent . A Col ton Model 216 rotary tablet ma.ch-
ine was used for all tablet compression. 
Selection of operating parametere . From the pre-
liminary experimentation some working parameters or cond-
1 tions were set up for the study of tbe eff.ects of granule 
and bulk density on tablet weight variation. In the first 
place, the No . 16 granulations were selected because the 
No . 16 granUles were the only ones that could be prepared 
with sufficient yield from the formulas containing the 
larger proportions of bismuth subcarbonate. 
The one-fourth inch dies and standard concave punch-
( 24 
ea were used for tablet compression. The weight of tablet 
was adjusted 100 mgms. ' 'l i tb the lnetose grenuletion while 
turning the maobirie by hand . The other 'standard' set-
tings of tbe maobine. whiob were kept constant during com-
pression of all granulations, were: speed of machine or 
tableting rate (650 tab/min); overload pressure adjustments; 
end flow of grenules through hopper. 
Lubrication. All granulations were lubricated with 
0.5~ me.gnesium etearate; 5% eornstarcb powder was Added 
during lubricating as a d1s1ntegrst1ng agent . 
F. Deverntinetion of Tablet Cbara~eristios 
Weigb,:g . As the tablets were being produced from 
the machine five samples of twenty-five tablets eaob were 
collected in separate boxes, during the compression of the 
different granulations {!..!...!.!. granules containing 10%, 20%. 
'O~ and 40% bismuth subearbonate) . :Each teblet in e group 
was weighed individually and the average weight, mean 
deviation, and standard deviations were osleu.J.ated. 
§!!..!.. Thickness and diameter of ee.ch of fifty tab-
lets in eech group were measured and the average of thick-
ness and diameter was determined. 
Hardness . A Pfizer• hardness tester w~s uaad . 
*Pfizer, Chem. Salee Div. 
630 Glushing Ave ., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Cbse. P. Pfizer Co., Inc. 
U.S.Pet. 2975630 
( 25 
Twenty tablets selected at random from each lot of tablets 
produced, were tested for hardness, and the average hard-
ness was determined for each lot of tablets. 
* Disintegrat~oa Time. The U.S.P. method basket-
rack assembly) was used . One tablet of the sample from 
the lot of tablets wa.s placed in each of the six tubes of 
the basket and the apparatus was operated , using distilled 
water at 37° as the immersion fluid . The time required 
for the complete disintegration of each tablet was noted 
and the average of six readings was determined. 
* U.S.P. D1sintegrator. Scientific Glass Apparatus 
Co., Inc. 
( 
( 
( 
IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
PRELIMINARY EXPERilf..ENTS 
Granule Characteristics 
The lactose granulations obtained in the first part 
of the experiment were pure white. As mentioned before, 
in this series of prelimina.ry experiments t granule size 
was controlled by passage through U. S. Standard Sieves 
Nos. 16, 20 and 40. Detailed studies on these granules 
with regard to size distribution, bulk density, a.nd gran-
ule density were not carried out. 
Effect of Granule Size 
From Table II, which shows the influence of three 
different. sizes (~. Nos. 16, 20 and 40) of granules on 
tablet weight and weight variation , it can be seen that 
the ta.blet weigbt increased as granule size decreased, 
and that the weight variation decreased with decreasing 
granule size. These results correspond to those obtained 
by Arambulo and Deardorff (5) who studied the effects of 
granule size from sieve Nos. 4 to 170. Arambulo and Dear-
dorff attributed the increasing weight with decree.sing 
granule size to a decrease in void space. They reasoned 
that large grenulee gave large proportions of void sapce 
TABLE II 
TABLE'l1 WEIGHT .AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OBTAIJIED 
FROM 3 DIFFEREMT SIZES OP GRANULATIONS 
I ~a bl et Weight in Mg. ! om Granulation 
1 
16 Mesh 20 Mei::b \ 40 Meeh 
424 I 482 508 
·444 485 507 
448 478 509 
439 503 51?. 
450 508 I 520 426 497 524 I 
449 490 519 
461 499 521 
421 493 518 
431 482 522 
- -
Average of tab. 47S9.3 I 491.1 516 
-~-
lax. Deviation 21.7 16. 3 9 
--~· 
Coef . of Variation 0 .. 08 0.0.5 0.03 
27 
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in the die before compression, resulting in relatively 
light weight tablets. As the granule size was reduced , 
void space was reduced and the average tablet weight in-
creased. 
Effect of Tableting R~ 
As shown in Table III and Figure 2 , the average 
tablet weigh t decreased as the tableting ra.te was in-
creased. This trend followed in both sizes of granules 
used . As the tableting rate wa.s increased, there was 
less time for granules to flow into the die cavity from 
the feed shoe . In a.ddi tion , there was a. tendency for the 
granules to be thrown outward at higher rotational speeds. 
In the case of the No . 16 granulations, at the maximum 
rate of tableting a 22 . 4% drop in the average weight of 
tablets was observed , indicating either that the die cav-
ities were incompletely filled by the granules or that 
granules were being thrown out of the dies by centrifugal 
force. The latter factor would seem to be less important 
than the former in view of the later experiments which 
showed that, as die size was decreased the weight vari-
ation of tablets was increa,sed. In genera.l , as the speed 
of compression was increased the weight of the tablets 
produced was decreased, the variation in weight from the 
average tablet weight was also found to increase as the 
( 29 
TABLE III 
A v:E:RAG-E WEIGHT OF TABL.ii.Td FROM NO. 16 AND NO. 20 
SIEV'i: GRltIWLES OB:tAilIBD .A'.r DIFFERElfT Sl?K.DS 
_, 
. - www m . ·-====::zutm-::=>~=:=:rn.: :m=sc::;:s "" :::::a::e::ac;~~ - s :: ~=a;;::::::o:;::a ~-=·~ ~':!';";-:'i 
Compression of Compression of I 
* ** 
t no. 16 Siove Granules li'o. 20 Sieve Granules 
- -l l Coef. of Coef. d I Ta b/inin Av. 'rl t. mg. Variation Tab/min Av. Wt. mg. Vertetion , 
392 376.6 0.16 
- - I -I 
508 375 0.19 580 438.0 I 0.11 I t 
632 
l 374.2 0.20 724 428.0 t 0.12 f 
I I I 768 ' 370 0.25 912 409.3 l 0.14 
( 932 345 I 0.38 1020 373.0 I 0.21 
1180 L 290 I 0.46 1132 344.8 i 0.29 
-• 
I 
* band turned weight 400 mg. **band turned weight 450 mg. 
( 
te inc e sed. These reaulte r DbO\'in in 
1£eble III e·1(;. ?igure 2 and 30 As e result o" incotiplete 
fill t hieber speeda of compression a drop in the herd-
neae of tablets we also ob5erv·eao Tbeee resul 1.-s do not 
parallel those of Hauegawa who atutl1ed wei.gb t var a·.· on 
t two rat u cf -tableting - 42 and 76 te'b/illin, and con-
cluded that t-;ignificant differences ill tablet wai.ght v~ri­
stion did not re ult at 76 and 4.2 tab/min tabletirr re:t~~. 
The cifference bet-we~n bis results 8nd the riesult~ 
reported here oan probably be expls1ned by the :ftn:t that 
liaoegnwa u ed tableting :ratett or 76 end 42 tab/min which 
are very low compared to the ~92 - ll80 te o/nrlu re ·[;e 
ur.ed in theiae experiment... ln add1 tion Ha ega · ::~ u.Jed a 
irgle punch tablet mac..liin~ (Kimure .~odE:Jl i. . 'i .• ·-:? ; wllcresz 
result., reported here re f'rom a Col ton t·lod~l 216 ro·c.· r; 
tablet machine. 
!f:t'~~cE of fi~ ... m~J.D\eJne:t.!i"l 
The effect of t ·o different die ~ize3 on ·watgb·~ 
varie tion et &ifferent spted~ of. compr-eshion it~ ~hown in 
1xe ble IV. In the o ce of the mnallar <.\ie diameter the 
coefficient ot• v ririt1on i!' higher r1tHl in the c se of the 
larger die diemeter, the coofficif)nt o! v ~!·it ti on :tr: lass 
than !o~1U.er. The ef!e~t of die size on wtigbt var~a ·ion 
of tho i.abl ts 1o e::imi1.trr to data reportetl by H~$egatYa. 
The reason for tbie type of effect is that lerge~ die 
( 
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( 
cavittes ere ~aster to fill end fill evenly during the 
run of the tablet machine then e~aller die cavities. 
INT:BP .. R:ELATIONSHIP OF GRANULE DENSI'11Y, 
BULK DEMSITY. TABLET WEIGHT .um 
WEIGHT VARIATION 
Cheracter!st1es o! GranuJ:atiR~ 
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~ize Distribution. In these etudiee the grenule 
size was controlled within a narrow range end size die-
tribution dste were obteined to eho'W thie distribution. 
Tables V and VI sbow the size distribution of the grenu-
let:ions. In Table V only the No. 16 pl~in lactose grenu-
lation wes considered, end four counts eech of 1,000 gran-
ules were m~de to obtein the plein lactose eize die-
·tribution plots. The average diameter of the grenulee in 
m.m. and the stenderd deviations in ea.ch count show thet 
th~ results are very close. The reproducibility of these 
results is elso sbown by the standard error '\l.•hiob is 
1.35 ± 0.01. Table VI sbows tbe size distribution of lac-
tose granul~tions conteining various ooncentratione {10~, 
20,: , 30~· , 40%) of bismuth eubcarbonete, compared with 
plain lactose srenulatione . It can be eeen from these 
dat~ that ell the grenul2tione be.d eimil~r dietributions, 
but tbe granulations containing 30% end 40% bismuth sub-
oarbonate apparently contained slightly higher proportions 
( 
( 
( 
T.ABLE IV 
EFFECT OF DIE SIZE - AVERAGE WEIGHT AND 
COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE OF TABLETS 
Die Size 3/8" Die bize 3/16 
34 
Tab/mi~ .. I Coef. of Coef. of lit. Mgt~ariance Tab/min fl.v .. Wt. Mg .. Variance 
980 
1130 
I 912 153 0.061 
417.0 I 0.05 1020 140.3 0.092 
396.0 0.10 1132 127.0 0.16 
Size 
in 
m.m. .9 1 1 . 1 
Count 
No. 
1 14 42 107 
2 14 41 121 
3 12 60 105 
4 16 59 121 
-, 
TABLE V 
PLAIN LACTOSE GRANULATION #16 MESH DIAMETER COUNT 
~-=:c:==== = ·==co=.:: = ~ ' - " ...... ~ --::----·--- -::::::: , I 
Total 
Par- Average 
1.2 1 . 3 1 . 4 1 . 5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1 . 9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 ti cl es Diameter 
133 226 1 48 137 80 48 30 14 10 6 '3 2 1 , 000 1 . 37 
136 228 149 130 74 46 29 13 10 4 2 0 1 , 000 1 . 36 
143 208 141 131 65 43 27 14 10 7 5 3 1 , 000 1 . 36 
157 230 150 112 62 41 30 10 6 4 2 0 1 , 000 1 .. 34 
SE== 1.35 + .01 
------.... 
Standard 
Devia.tion 
0 . 228 
IB222 
0.229 
0.222 
'->I 
\J1 
( 
( 
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of granules in the 1 . 0 to 1 . 2 m.m. range, resulting in a 
slightly lower average gra.nule size . Plots of the size 
distributions of the various gr a.nulations are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5. 
Granule Density. Table VII shows that granule 
density of the five different granulations was incre~sed 
in proportion to the amount of Bismuth subcarbonate added. 
The granule density ranged from 1.488 for plain lactose 
granulations to 2.025 for the granules containing 40% 
Bismuth subcarbonate. 
Bulk Densi~. The bulk density of the granulation 
is related to granule density , and when the density of 
the basic lactose granulation was increas ed by the addit-
ion of Bismuth subcarbonate , the bulk density of tbe 
granules was found almost proportionally increased (size 
distribution was controlled). Table VII shows the in-
crease of bulk den ity as the concentration of Bi smuth 
subcarbonate was increased. If the size distribution of 
granules had not been controlled, the bulk density of 
granules might bave shown different a trend, since bulk 
density is also influenced by shape and size of granules . 
Miscellaneous . The granulations prepared from 
plain lactose and those prepared by adding various con-
( 
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Particle 
Size in 
m.m. • 9 
Plain 
Lactose 14 
Lactose 
+ 10% 
Bismuth 
Sub-
carbonate 12 
Lactose 
+ 20% 
Bis . sub-
carbonate 7 
Lactose 
+ 30% 
Bis. sub-
carbonatej 15 
Lactose 
+ 40% 
Bis. sub-
carbonate 7 
TABLE VI 
GRANULATION OF LACTOSE AND BISMUTH SUBCARBONATE 
PARTICLE DIAMETER COUNT 
-= L z==:::;x:::;:.:: ::.:::: ==-·~ ~---: --= ===-= 
Total 
Par-
1 1 . 1 1.2 1 . 3 1 . 4 1.5 1 . 6 1 . 7 1.8 1.9 2 ~'. . l 2 . 2 2.3 ·ti cl es 
I 
1371 42 107 133 226 148 80 48 30 14 10 6 3 2 l , 000 
70 113 126 216,148 128 65 37 34 17 10 3 2 1 h ,ooo 
75 90 116 208 156 156 84 45 31 21 12 4 l 0 1 , 000 
77 145 155 229 157 120 39 30 19 5 4 2 l 0 1,000 
63 120 130 234 172 120 63 38 25 7 5 3 2 l 1,000 
Av • 
1 . 37 
l.36 
1.37 
1.30 
1.33 
------. 
Standard 
Deviation 
.228 
.232 
.237 
. 205 
.217 
VJ 
\.0 
( 
( 
TABLE VII 
GRANULE AND BULK DENSITY OF 
DIFFERENT GRANULATIONS 
=========,~-===== ~ ===========a~r~e=n=u~l~e==-===~~--u~I~k==·===z~== 
r--~~-G_r_a_n_u_l_a_t_i_o_n_s~~-~~-D-ensity Density 
Plain Lactose 1.488 0.432 
Lacto se + 10% Bismuth 
subcarbonate 
Lactose + 20% Bismuth 
subcarbonate 
Lactose + 30% Bismuth 
subcarbonate 
Lacto ~ e ~ 40% Bismuth 
subcarbonate 
1.564 
1.653 
1 . 81 
2 . 0 2 
'.) .483 
0.497 
0.582 
o.683 
40 
centrations of bismuth auboarbonate showed little change 
in gross appearance e:xcept with respect to color. l.1le 
plain lectose ~ranulatione were pure white in color, but 
41 
as ·the increasing proportions of bismuth subcarbonate (i.e. 
lO fai , 20%·, 30/t· end 40%) were added the white color was 
changed gradually to off white (or pale tan) color. ~'he 
granula 1.ione con·taining bismuth subcarbonate were harder, 
possibly due to the larger amounts of binder eolut1..on re-
quired to prepare the granules . When magnified, it ~es 
observed -the t the bismuth subcerbonste granules were 
somewha t less regular 1n shape than those of the plAin 
lactose granulations. 
PJ!.LATI UNSIII:P OJi" BULK DENSITY 
TG GhANULE DLNSITY 
1bDn tbe size and size distribution of granulsr 
particles sre controlled within narrow limits, V8riationa 
in other physical cbaracteristtoa such ae porosity ~nd 
abape are re.fleeted by changes in the granule density end 
bulk density. 
Granule density as determined by the mercury dis-
placement method, reflects changes in intreparticle por-
osity {due to totally enclosed eir pockets, and micro-
( 
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pores too small for the mercury to enter at ordina.ry 
pressure) and changes in the average true density of the 
materials used to make up the granulation. Bulk density 
reflects the changes in granule density and intcrparticle 
void spaces. Since the interparticle void space is 
dependent upon the packing characteristic of the granula-
tions , shape differences in the granulation will be 
reflected by the changes in tbe bulk density. The mathe-
matical relationship as shown below: 
In the mercury displacement method granule density 
Pg .'.::. weight, of granules is given by 
- vol. of mercury displaced 
the bulk volume, Vb - granule volume, VG. 
Now , in the case of bulk density, the mass of the powder 
is divided by Bulk volume ( ~ ). Bulk volume includes 
Void Porosity which is defined as shown below: 
Void Porosity = ~tµk 
= 1-
:::: 1-
Vb Vg 
volume -_granule volume 
Bulk volume 
Bv 
weight/granule denaitI 
weight/bulk density 
Bulk densit;y 
granule density 
From this derivation it can be seen that the bul'k 
volume of granules and therefore bulk density is related 
to granule density. Now , the void porosity or inter 
43 
spa.ces can be controlled by oontroll ing the size and shape 
of the granules. .And, now if the si21e of tbe granules is 
controlled and density of the granules is increased, then, 
the bulk density should show changes parallel to the 
gro.nule densitie • Figure 9 shows that this parallel wa.s 
obtained experimentally when granule size and size dis-
tribution were very carefully controlled.. A nearly 
straight l:i.ne relationship was obtained . As size d.1.strib-
ution date (Figures 5 and 6) shows , all five granul tions 
had very similar size distributions . It seems probable 
that, for a given type of granula.tion passing through a 
No. 16 sieve , the granules would have approximately the 
same void spaces , and therefore the bulk density would be 
increased as the granule density increased. The small 
deviation from linearity tha.t was observed may have been 
due either to small differences in granule shape and con-
aequent cbanges in packing characteristics or to the small 
changes in si~e distribution::.1 seen tn Figures 5 and 6. 
INT.EH.RELATIONSHIPS OF TABLET WEIGHT, 
WEIGHT VARIATION AND 
GRANULE AND BULK DENSITY 
Table VIII shows the interrelationship between gran-
ule and bulk density and tablet weight, weight variation. 
Tablet weight was seen -~o increase 1 nearly, in proportion 
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Figure 6 Effect of Bismuth Subcarbonate on Granule Density. 
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TABLE VIII 
EFFECTS OF GRAMULE AN.D BULK DENSITY ON 
TABLET WEIGHT AUD WEIGHT VAIUATI ON 
Granule I Bulk t Av.erage l Mean I Standard } Coef . of 
Granulation l Density Density Weight Deviation Deviation Variance 
Plain Lactose I 1.488 I .432 I 90.505 l 2 .1154 I 2.568 I 0.0284 
Lactose + 10% Bismuth 
subcarbonate I 1 .564 I .483 I 98.637 I 2.127 I 2 . 627 I 0.026 
Lactose + 20% Bismuth 
subcarbonate I 1.653 I .. 497 } 102.65 I 2 .. 0032 I 2.580 I 0.025 
Lactose + 30% Bismuth 
subcarbona te I 1. 81 .582 119.85 1 . 556 2.428 0.018 
Lactose + 40% Bismuth I · 
subcarbonate 2.0~~ _L_~~~~-L:.?_~-·-~~---J~ _ _!.836 __ .l ___ ?__:_60~---~J 0.026 
'~ 
~ 
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( 
to the bulk density change. The relationship of tablet 
weight to granule density was aomewbet more variable (an 
might be expeoted) but with tbe gre.uulationa used; a 
fairly close relationship was seen. Thie relationabip 
would be expected to vary with particle shape, and with 
particle size and tiize distribution. The bulk d.nsity of 
plain lactose granules "'8.S 0.4;2 and the average weight 
or tablets prepared from these granules was 90.5 mg., 
compared to s bulk density 0.683 of lactose + 40% bismuth 
subcarbonate snd an average weight of tablets from these 
granules or 139.8 l!lg. The coefficient of variation for 
plain lactose tablets wan 0.028, end standard deviation 
wes 2.568, compared to coefficient of variation 0.026 and 
standard deviation 3.606 that of lactose + 40% bismuth 
subcarboll8te tablets. Theee figures show that bulk dena-
i ty ot granulee affected the avera.ge weight and weight 
variation of the tablets, and that the variation in 
weight within a granulation on a relative basia waa pract-
ically identical. These data a.re shown in Figu.re 7 in 
'11hicb the tablet e.versge weight ia plotted against gran-
ule density and in Figure a in which tablet average 1/feigbt 
ie plotted against bulk density. Tbe bulk density of 
gce.nulee containing 20")i bismuth subcarbonate was found 
slightly lower tha.n that expected. Al though tbe aize of ·the 
granules was controlled to within a ns:rrow range, tbe size 
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distribution data (Figures 4 and 5) show a slightly high-
er proportion of granules in the 1 mm - 1.3 mm region, 
This variation in distribution could have affected the 
bulk density of those granules containing 20% bismuth 
subcarbone.te. .Another fa ct or affecting the bulk density , 
could have been shape of the particles a.nd their packing 
characteristics. When the shapesof different granuleG 
were compared under the microscope, the plain la ctose 
granules were found to be smooth and rolUld, but those 
granules containing bismuth subcarbonate were a little 
more irregular in shape. The granules containing 20% 
bismuth subcarbonate had the least smooth surfaces. Both 
the size distribution and the shape differences could 
have caused bqlk density lower than expected in this 
granulation . 
affAR.ACTERISTICS OF THE TABLETS PRODUCL1) 
FROM THE DIFFERENT GRANULATION8 
The tablets obtained from the plain lactose gra.n-
ulation were pure white in color , but the tablets contain-
ing bismuth subcarbonate were somewhat off '"hi te in color . 
the color darkening as the proportion of the bismuth aub-
carbonate was increased. The hardness of the tablets was 
found to increase gradually as the percentage of bismuth 
subcarbonate added; and therefore , the (lensi ty of granules 
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TABLE IX 
TABLE SHOWING OTHER DATA ON TABLETS PRODUCED 
=--=.:.....-= ~- -.-_-:,:·...=...~ 
--
-:::::.:= .. .:: 'J" ,.:;·· ·-- . 
.. 
::-;'=°.; ·. ·...-..""':::= -::= 1= = -::::...-- ·= ~ :=-::= ~..::=-:::...-= __....«::::;£ .;::::::::;:::.~.: ~· --
Hard- Thick- Dia--
Granule Bulk Average D. Time nes ; nes s meter T. Mo is-
Granulation Density Den2ity Weight Second ;:i Kgs . Inch Inch Density ture 
-
Plain Lactos e 1 . 488 .432 90.505 '.54.8 2.24 . 1200 .251 1.499 1.61 
Lacto s~ + 10% I 
Bismuth sub- I . 251 carbonate 1.564 .483 98.367 35.5 2.595 . 1212 1.5'(6 1.621 
La cto :< e + 207b I Bismuth ~jub-
carbonate 1-.653 ,. 497 l 102.65 102.5 2 • 695 I . 1205 I .251 1.643 1.731 I 
Lacto .-1e + 30% 
Bi bmuth ..... ub-
carbonate I 1.81 . 582 119.85 135.5 3.105 . 122 .2515 1.850 1.681 
Lacto Ge + 40% more 
Bi smuth sub- \ than 
carbonate 2.025 .6834 139.81 15 miv .... 4.90 ·• .• 124 .2510 2.21 1 . 701 
-.~ 
\J1 
!\j 
( 
was increased. 
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This is seen in Ta.ble Ir. where hardness 
of tablets containing only lactose was 2. 24 Kg. a.nd hard-
ness of ta.blets containing 40% bismuth subca.rbonate ws 
found to be 4.90 Kg. 
This table also compa.res the disintegra.t;ion time of 
tablets from five different granulations. It can be seen 
that the disintegration time was gradually increased with 
the increasing concentrations of bismuth subcarbonate. 
The average disintegration time of plain lactose tablets 
we.s 34. 8 seconds and the average disintegration time of 
tablets containing 40% bismuth subce.rbonate was more than 
15 minutes, even though 5% corn starch was added to ea.ch 
granulation as a disintegrating agent. This gradual in-
crease in disintegration time was probably due to the in-
crease in ha.rdness of the tablets resulting in tablets 
less readily penetra.ted by water. 
The tablet diameter in all kinds of tablets was 
found to be identical , but the tablet thickness wa.s found 
to be slightly increased (0.1200 to 0.1249 inch) as the 
density of the granulations increased. The tablet dens-
ity was found to foll ow the same trend as granule density. 
( 
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SUMMARY AIID CONCLUSIOUS 
1 study of several factors effecting tAblet weight 
and v•(t; ight Vf'rie<tior.. ~ias carried out . In a prelimin~ry 
series of experiments, lactose granulations 1,-;ere prepared 
and effccte of grsnule sime, speed of compression, and 
die di!;lm€~ ter werG studiod , compressing tP.blets on ff' 
Colton liodel 216 rot~ry toblee press , Re sul te of these 
experiments .ere found to be eimiler to those reported in 
th e lit€rature. From the data end teobniquee of these 
experiments, some optimum conditions, such 8S grBnule 
size , rate of tflbleti:o.g, die diameter, etc., .. 1ere eet up 
to Gtudy th e &ffE:,cts of granule end bulk density Ol'l tab-
li::t •dgl1t f'nd . etgbt ve rir.. t1011. The density of a bPI sic 
l ~:ictoE.o e;ramll. Ation ,, as increased by the eddi tion of 
var'ious proportions of bismuth subcmrbonete {true density 
6 . 86 ). Bulk and granule density of these granules wee 
determined . Tbe size of these granulstiona ~as controlled 
to ~ithin a narroa range (No. 16 and No. 20 sieves) and 
the 8V1::'rage size distribution ,.\lee determined by Pn optioel 
method. All .granulations were compressed into tablets on 
fL.ed stPnderd settings of a Col ton Model 216 rotFiry prese 
and the following conclusions were drawn: 
(1) The density of a l actose granulation can be 
( 
( 
54 
successfully increased by the addition of various pro-
portions of heavy substances such as bismuth subcarbonate. 
(2) When granule size distribution is carefully 
controlled within narrow limits , bulk and granule density 
are linearly related. 
(3) The increase in the average weight of the tab-
lets was observed to be a linear function of ·the bulk 
density of the granulations. 
(4) A similar relationship was found to exist be-
tween granule density and tablet weight, as might be ex-
pected. 
(5) The increase in the granule density and in 
bulk density also e.ffected other physical properties of 
tablets such as hardness , thickness and disintegration 
time. 
(6) The coefficient of weight variation of tablets 
within a granulation was found to be practically identi-
cal for all the different granulations even though bulk 
density of the granulations was varied from 0.432 to 
0.6834 . The standard deviations varied with the average 
weight of the tablets produced. 
( 
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